
Judges’ comments
It is the project team’s approach of putting 
the station’s users and operators’ interests 
front and centre of every strategic and 
operational decision that makes this an 
outstanding beacon of best practice. Shared 
behaviours and an integrated management 
structure provide transparency so that 
benefit and risk are always considered in  
the light of what is best ‘Best for Bank’.

Bank Station is at the in the heart of the City of London. It is a network-critical destination with interchanges for four tube lines (Central 
Line, Northern Line, Waterloo & City and District & Circle) and Docklands Light Railway. 400,000 people use the station every day, 100,000 
at peak times. Effective operation of this station is essential to ensure unhindered movement to and across the City. The £607m Bank 
Station Capacity Upgrade Project from 2014-2021 will greatly improve passenger access, circulation and interchange, will increase capacity 
by 45% and will reduce journey times.

The pioneering use of Innovative Contractor Engagement (ICE) to select the best principal contractor (Dragados) and the supply chain 
placed value at the core of the project from the outset. BCSU’s client team conceived and developed (ICE) to ensure all good relevant ideas 
proposed during bidding are rewarded, developed and implemented in the project. All the teams involved in this process have been actively 
engaged throughout the design process leading to the most optimal solutions which are ‘Best for Bank’. For more information contact: 
2017winner@ce-awards.co.uk

Value – Winner 2017
Bank Station Capacity Upgrade Project

Actions:
•   Pioneered & used ICE.
•   NEC3 standard contract between client 

(London Underground) and Principal 
Contractor.

•   ‘Best for Bank’ ethos for every decision to 
maximise value-add for all.

•   Total collaboration between LU and Dragados 
– co-location, Management Protocols – always 
working as one team.

•   Sponsor, Operations, Engineering, 
Maintenance (& others) actively engaged at 
every project stage.

•   Design & Build contract pioneeringly awarded 
ahead of Transport for Works Act Order 
(TWAO).

•   Pain & gain sharing by both parties agreed and 
implemented. 

•   Behaviours set out in Management Protocol 
to ensure the value added end product is at 
forefront for all team members – incl. through 
supply chain.

•   Developed Management Protocols with six 
objectives and KPIs to enable measurement  
& inform lower level objectives .

•   Project Executive comprise client (LU) & 
contractor (Dragados) – involved Project 
Director, Programme Manager, Sponsor & 
Commercial manager – jointly reviewed & 
agreed actions.

Results:
•   Using ICE improved the Benefits Cost Ratio 

(BCR) from 2.4:1 at design stage to 3.5:1 at 
contract award – reducing designed cost from 
£713m to £607m.

•   BCR further increased to 4.0:1 since contract 
award from collaborative approach & 
innovations to reduce journey times.

•   Increased transparency & joint decision-
making improved benefit & risk identification.

•   Challenge of High Voltage design of 
equipment location reduced whole life 
maintenance cost by £7m.

•   Active stakeholder involvement created safer 
working environment, future station capacity 
increases, significant savings for tax payer, 
increased advertising revenue potential.

•   Increased client (LU) confidence in ability to 
deliver increased Value for Money in future 
projects and be an innovator & market leader.

•   Design allowed to be optimised before TWAO 
limitations imposed; TWAO unopposed 
through Public Inquiry and grant awarded 
without upheld objections.

Lessons learned/recommendations:
•   Frame decisions on what’s best for the key 

stakeholders and the project – including using 
Social Cost of users’ time.

•   Assess both the benefits and dis-benefits of 
actions, schedule changes, and associated 
variations in Estimated Final Cost.

•   Use passenger/user modelling systems 
(BCSU used Legion) to evaluate and evidence 
benefits/dis-benefits – eg investment of £1.3m 
in 99m moving walkways will save £20m over 
60 yr asset life and 21% increase in social 
benefit worth £149m.

•   Seek lessons from previous projects – within 
stakeholders direct experience and beyond.

•   Actively promote the project and lessons 
learned – stimulates others to reciprocate 
eg BCSU received visits from many major 
infrastructure and tunnelling projects.

•   Allow staff to share experience/expertise with 
other projects eg TWAO managers.

Contract value:  £625 million (EFC £607 million)      Type of work:  Tunneling and Infrastructure
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